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Abstract. The Morse potential quantum system is a realistic model for studying vibrations
of atoms in a diatomic molecule. This system is very close to the harmonic oscillator one. We
thus propose a construction of squeezed coherent states similar to the one of harmonic oscillator
using ladder operators. Properties of these states are analysed with respect to the localization
in position, minimal Heisenberg uncertainty relation, the statistical properties and illustrated
with examples using the finite number of states in a well-known diatomic molecule.

1. Introduction
Coherent and squeezed states are known to be very important in many fields of physics. The
coherent states were discovered in 1926 by Schrödinger [1], while the squeezed states were
introduced by Kennard in 1927 [2]. However, these works were, in the main, ignored or forgotten
until the sixties, when these states became very popular and received a lot of attention with
respect to both the mathematical and physical points of view. Among many interesting papers,
let us mention the works of Glauber [3], Klauder [4, 5], and Nieto [6]. In the particular field
of quantum optics, the books of Walls and Milburn [7], Gazeau [8] and Rand [9] are very good
reading which also consider the applications. The study of squeezed states for systems admitting
an infinite discrete spectrum, obtained as a generalisation of coherent states, has been recently
the center of much attention (see, for example, [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]).

In modern developments, coherent states are standardly defined by three equivalent ways:
displacement operator method, ladder (annihilation) operator method and the minimum
uncertainty method (for review see for example [6]). Starting first with the original definition
for the case of the harmonic oscillator, coherent states have been generalised for other systems.
We can use, for example, the definition of Klauder [15] saying that they are obtained as the
following superposition of energy eigenstates {|ψn〉, n ∈ N}

ψ(z) =
1√
N (|z|2)

∑
n∈I

zn√
ρ(n)

|ψn〉. (1)

The sum is taken over all the discrete values of n. The parameter z is a complex variable in
general, N is a normalization factor and {ρ(n), n ∈ N} is a set of strictly positive parameters,
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usually depending on the energy of the system under consideration. These last quantities
correspond to a moment problem (see [15] for details).

Introducing ladder operators A− and A+ acting on the energy eigenstates as

A−|ψn〉 =
√
k(n) |ψn−1〉, A+|ψn〉 =

√
k(n+ 1) |ψn+1〉, (2)

we can see that these coherent states are defined as eigenstates of A− and we have [15]

ρ(n) =
n∏
i=1

k(i), ρ(0) = 1. (3)

For the harmonic oscillator, we know that the usual coherent states are obtained when ρ(n) = n!,
ie the product of its shifted energies.

Second, one way of defining squeezed coherent states is as eigenstates of the operator
A− + γA+, so that we get [14]

ψ(z, γ) =
1√
N (z, γ)

∑
n∈I

Z(z, γ, n)√
ρ(n)

|ψn〉, (4)

where now Z(z, γ, n) is interestingly a polynomial in a new complex variable obtained from the
parameters z (coherence) and γ (squeezing) (see Section 2 for details).

Now, for a quantum system which admits a finite discrete spectrum like the one which involves
the Morse potential, construction of coherent states has been adapted [16, 17, 18]. In a recent
paper [19], we have used ladder operators [20, 21] to construct different types of coherent states
of the Morse potential and we have compared them with the so-called Gaussian coherent states
[22]. In particular, such a construction has been inspired by the approach mentioned above (see
the formula (1)) but where the set I of values of n is now finite. The coherent states are not
exactly eigenstates of the annihilation operator A− but we have shown [19] that, in practice,
the last term on the right hand side of the sum in (1) does not contribute significantly. In some
approaches (see, for example, [23]) these states are called pseudo-coherent states.

To our knowledge, squeezed coherent states for the Morse potential have not been constructed.
One of the aims of this paper is thus to show that such a construction can be closely related
to the one for infinite spectrum systems. In fact, these states would be almost eigenstates of a
linear combination of the ladder operators. Another aim is to investigate the behaviour of those
squeezed coherent states with respect to localization, minimal uncertainty relation, quantum
noise and also to compare their statistical properties with the ones of the harmonic oscillator
system.

In Section 2 we give a review of relevant results on squeezed coherent states and minimal
uncertainty relations. Starting with the definition of the Morse model and its ladder operators,
we define, in Section 3, the corresponding squeezed coherent states. The uncertainty relation,
localization, quantum noise and statistical properties of the squeezed states of diatomic molecules
are investigated in Section 4, followed by conclusions in Section 5.

2. General results on uncertainty relations and squeezed coherent states
In this section we make a review of the construction of squeezed coherent states for quantum
systems admitting an infinite discrete spectrum. These results are well-known and given in many
different contributions (see, for example [7]). We present them in a summarized and consistent
way in order to use them in the next section.



2.1. The quantum harmonic oscillator
The original development [3] of coherent states, in the case of the quantum harmonic oscillator,
has been closely related to the fact that they minimize the Heisenberg uncertainty relation.
Indeed, a ”coherent” superposition of the eigenstates produces minimum uncertainty states
with respect to the position operator x, and the momentum operator p :

(∆x)2(∆p)2 =
~2

4
, (5)

and, moreover, they satisfy

(∆x)2 =
~

2mω
, (∆p)2 =

~ mω
2

. (6)

The mean value and dispersion of a given operator A are defined, as usual, by

〈A〉 =
〈
ψ|A|ψ

〉
, (∆A)2 = 〈A2〉 − 〈A〉2, (7)

for a normalized state |ψ〉 describing the evolution of a quantum system.
The harmonic oscillator hamiltonian is given, as usual, by

Hho = − ~2

2m

d2

dx2
+

1

2
mω2x2 =

1

2m
p2 +

1

2
mω2x2, (8)

where the coherent states are built as eigenstates of the annihilation operator a− :

a− ψ(z, x) = z ψ(z, x), z ∈ C. (9)

They take the explicit form:

ψ(z, x) = e−
|z|2
2

∞∑
n=0

zn

(n!)
1
2

φn(x), (10)

where the energy eigenstates of the harmonic oscillator are written as :

φn(x) = (
mω

~π
)
1
4

1√
2n(n!)

e−
mω
2~ x

2
Hermite[n,

√
mω

~
x], (11)

and Hermite[n, x] is the nth Hermite polynomial in x. The ladder operators are defined as

a− =

√
mω

2~
(x+

i

mω
p), a+ =

√
mω

2~
(x− i

mω
p) (12)

and their action on the eigenstates φn(x) is given by

a− φn =
√
n φn−1, a+φn =

√
n+ 1 φn+1. (13)

The harmonic oscillator hamiltonian Hho can be factorized as

Hho = ~ω(a+a− +
1

2
) = ~ω(N +

1

2
), (14)

where N is the number operator defined as Nφn = n φn. We have

[Hho, a
+] = [N, a+] = a+, [Hho, a

−] = [N, a−] = −a− (15)



and
[a−, a+] = I, (16)

where I is the identity operator. The set of operators {a+, a−, I} generates the algebra h(2).
The coherent states (10) are normalizable, continuous in z, stable in time, and they verify the
resolution of the identity operator. Moreover, they form a complete set of states but they are
not orthogonal.

They are also obtained from the action of a ”displacement” operator D(z) on the fundamental
energy eigenstate φ0 :

ψ(z, x) = D(z)φ0(x), (17)

where

D(z) = eza
+−z∗a− = e

|z|2
2 eza

+
e−z

∗a− , (18)

which satisfies D(z)−1a−D(z) = a− + z.
Let us note that, in the case of coherent states, due to the relation (6), neither (∆x) nor

(∆p) tends to zero, so even an ideal laser operating in a pure coherent state will still possess
a ”quantum noise” [7]. Thus more general classes of minimum uncertainty states are used in
quantum optics [7] where (∆x) or (∆p) could tend to zero. They are known as squeezed states
and also referred to as two-photon coherent states [24]. They can be constructed as the solutions
of the eigenstate equation

(a− + γa+) ψ(z, γ, x) = z ψ(z, γ, x), z, γ ∈ C, (19)

which is a direct generalization of (9). The mixing of a− and a+ is said to be controlled by
a squeezing parameter (γ). These states can thus be called squeezed coherent states because
coherent states are special solutions when γ = 0. Note that |γ| < 1 for the states to be
normalizable.

As a consequence of (19) these states minimize the Schrödinger-Robertson uncertainty
relation [25] which becomes the usual Heisenberg uncertainty one for γ real. We get explicitly

(∆x)2(∆p)2 = ∆2 =
1

4

(
1 + (

2(Imγ)

1− |γ|2
)2
)
, (20)

together with

(∆x)2 =
1−Reγ
1− |γ|2

− 1

2
, (∆p)2 =

1 +Reγ

1− |γ|2
− 1

2
. (21)

When Imγ 6= 0 , we get (∆x)2(∆p)2 > 1
4 so that this quantity never reaches its minimum value

while if Imγ = 0, the dispersions in x and p now satisfy :

(∆x)2 =
1

1 + γ
− 1

2
, (∆p)2 =

1

1− γ
− 1

2
, (22)

making possible the reduction of the ”quantum noise” on one of the observables with the price
of increasing it on the other. In the following, we will treat the case when the quantum noise
is reduced on the observable x because we will be concerned with a good localization in the
position. In some papers, the ”total noise” has been introduced as [11]:

T = (∆x)2 + (∆p)2 = −1 +
2

1− γ2
. (23)

We thus see that this quantity reaches its minimum value only in the coherent states of the
harmonic oscillator.



Note that, the eigenvalue equation (19) gives us, in terms of the variables z, γ ∈ C, the
following solution for the harmonic oscillator squeezed coherent states [24, 14]:

ψoh(z, γ, x) =
1√
N (z, γ)

∞∑
n=0

Zoh(z, γ, n)

(n!)
1
2

φn(x), (24)

where

Zoh(z, γ, n) =

[n
2
]∑

i=0

n!

i!(n− 2i)!
(−γ

2
)iz(n−2i) = (

γ

2
)
n
2 Hermite[n,

z√
2γ

] (25)

and N (z, γ) is a constant of normalization given by

N (z, γ) =
∞∑
n=0

|Zoh(z, γ, n)|2

n!
. (26)

In (25), we see that the definition of the Hermite polynomials has been extended on C. These
polynomials have been shown to have interesting properties in terms of orthogonality, measure
and resolution of the identity [26].

When γ = 0, we recover the usual coherent states since Zoh(z, 0, n) = zn. For the squeezed
vacuum (z = 0), we get

Zoh(0, γ, 2n) =
(2n)!

n!
(−γ

2
)n, Zoh(0, γ, 2n+ 1) = 0. (27)

The associated states take the form

ψoh(0, γ, x) =
1√
N (0, γ)

∞∑
n=0

√
(2n)!

n!
(−γ

2
)nφ2n(x), (28)

with

N (0, γ) =
∞∑
n=0

(2n)!

n!2
(
γ

2
)2n. (29)

In the case of squeezed coherent states, let us recall that the probability distribution
Poh(z, γ, n) of the energy eigenstate φn(x) is explicitly given by

Poh(z, γ, n) = |
〈
φn(x)|ψ(z, γ, x)

〉
|2 =

1

N (z, γ)

|Zoh(z, γ, n)|2

n!
. (30)

It is well-known (see, for example, [7]), that this is a Poisson distribution in the special
coherent case (γ = 0). Among other functions, Mandel’s Q-parameter [27] has been most
frequently used to study the statistical properties of those states. It measures the deviation from
the Poisson distribution and thus is used to distinguish quantum processes from the classical
ones. Mandel’s Q-parameter is given by,

Q(z, γ) =
(∆N)2 − 〈N〉

〈N〉
, (31)

where the dispersion and mean values in N are computed in the squeezed coherent states (24)
and can be written as

〈N〉 =
∞∑
n=0

nPoh(z, γ, n), (∆N)2 =
∞∑
n=0

n2Poh(z, γ, n)− (
∞∑
n=0

nPoh(z, γ, n))2. (32)



In the case of coherent states (Poisson statistics), we know thatQ(z, 0) = 0 since it corresponds to
the special case where ∆N = 〈N〉 = |z|2. For γ 6= 0, we can have photon bunching (Q(z, γ) > 0
or super-Poissonian statistics) or antibunching (Q(z, γ) < 0 or sub-Poissonian statistics). For
the squeeze vacuum (z = 0), we have always a super-Poissonian statistics.

Finally, it is also well-known that the squeezed coherent states for the harmonic oscillator
can be obtained from the action of the displacement D(η) and squeezed S(χ) operators on the
fundamental state φ0(x). More precisely, we get :

ψoh(z, γ, x) = S(χ)D(η)φ0(x), (33)

where

D(η) = exp(ηa† − η∗a), S(χ) = exp(
1

2
(χ(a†)2 − χ∗a2)), (34)

and
η =

z√
1− |γ|2

, χ =
γ

|γ|
tanh−1 |γ|. (35)

Since the set of operators {a+, a−, I} generates the algebra h(2), the states solving the
eigenstate equation (19) will be referred as h(2)-SCS in what follows.

2.2. General definition of squeezed coherent states for a quantum system with infinite spectrum
By definition, the Schrödinger-Robertson uncertainty relation [25] for two arbitrary hermitian
operators X and P is given as

(∆X)2(∆P )2 ≥ 1

4

(
〈C〉2 + 〈F 〉2

)
≥ 1

4
〈C〉2, (36)

where C and F are hermitian operators and defined as

C = −i[X,P ], F =
{
X − 〈X〉I, P − 〈P 〉I

}
, (37)

where { , } denotes the anti-commutator. If 〈F 〉 = 0, the Schrödinger-Robertson uncertainty
relation reduces to the usual Heisenberg uncertainty relation.

A necessary and sufficient condition [25] for quantum states ψζ,λ to minimise the Schrödinger-
Robertson uncertainty relation (36) is that ψζ,λ solve the eigenstate equation:

(X + iλP ) ψζ,λ = ζ ψζ,λ, ζ, λ ∈ C. (38)

As a consequence we have also in these states

(∆X)2 = |λ|∆, (∆P )2 =
1

|λ|
∆, (39)

with

∆ =
1

2

√
〈C〉2 + 〈F 〉2. (40)

The states ψζ,λ satisfying (38) with |λ| = 1 are usually called “coherent” while those with |λ| 6= 1
are called “squeezed”.

Let us mention that for Reλ 6= 0, we can see that [14]

〈F 〉 =
Imλ

Reλ
〈C〉, (41)



when computed in the states ψζ,λ and we get

(∆X)2 =
|λ|2

2|Reλ|
〈C〉, (∆P )2 =

1

2|Reλ|
〈C〉. (42)

For the harmonic oscillator, the squeezed coherent states (24) are obtained by identifying X
with x and P with p. Indeed, the states ψζ,λ satisfy the eigenvalue equation:

(x+ iλ p) ψζ,λ = ζ ψζ,λ, λ ∈ C (43)

or,
1√
2

[
(1 + λ)a− + (1− λ)a+

]
ψζ,λ = ζψζ,λ, (44)

which is equivalent to (19) if we take

γ =
1− λ
1 + λ

, z =

√
2 ζ

1 + λ
. (45)

Since 〈C〉 = 1, we recover from (42) the expected dispersions (22) in x and p.
Similarly as for the harmonic oscillator, general squeezed coherent states may be now

constructed as the solutions of the eigenvalue equation:

(A− + γA+)ψ(z, γ) = z ψ(z, γ), (46)

for a quantum system with an infinite discrete energy spectrum {|ψn〉, n = 0, 1, ...}. The
operators A− and A+ are ladder operators that satisfy the relations given in (2). The quantity
k(n) is not unique and can be chosen to impose additional constraints to the ladder operators.
The connection with the eigenvalue equation (38), is realized by

A− =
1√
2

(X + iP ), A+ =
1√
2

(X − iP ). (47)

and the identification of the parameters (z, γ) and (ζ, λ) is given in (45).
Note that introducing the number operator N in the usual way:

N |ψn〉 = n |ψn〉, (48)

we thus get the commutators

[N,A−] = −A−, [N,A+] = A+, (49)

[A−, A+] = k(N + 1)− k(N) = C(N). (50)

We also get, for an arbitrary function g(N),

[g(N), A−] = (g(N − 1)− g(N))A−, [g(N), A+] = (g(N + 1)− g(N))A+. (51)

Squeezed coherent states based on su(2) or su(1, 1) algebras [12, 13] and also direct sums of
these algebras with the algebra h(2) [14] have been constructed using group theoretical methods
and the operators displacement D and squeezing S similar to the ones of the harmonic oscillator
(see (18)). In fact for su(2) or su(1, 1) algebras, k(n) is a quadratic function of n.



More generally, equation (46) may be solved by using a direct expansion of ψ(z, γ) in the
form

ψ(z, γ) =
1√

Ng(z, γ)

∞∑
n=0

Z(z, γ, n)√
ρ(n)

|ψn〉, (52)

with

Ng(z, γ) =
∞∑
n=0

|Z(z, γ, n)|2

ρ(n)
, (53)

where ρ(n) has been defined in (3) as a function of k(n). Indeed, for the case γ 6= 0, inserting
(52) into (46), we get a 3-term recurrence relation

Z(z, γ, n+ 1)− z Z(z, γ, n) + γ k(n) Z(z, γ, n− 1) = 0, n = 1, 2, ... (54)

Without restriction, we take Z(z, γ, 0) = 1 and thus Z(z, γ, 1) = z. The resolution of such a
recurrence relation is given in the Appendix where we have taken the function k(n) = n(A− n)
which will be used in Section 3 for the Morse system. The solution is thus shown to be related
to hypergeometric functions of type 2F1. Let us mention that independently of the expression
of k(n), the solution Z(z, γ, n) is a polynomial in z of degree n. Indeed, it is easy to show that
Z(z, γ, n) could be written as

Z(z, γ, n) = zn −

n
2∑
l=1

c(n, l)γlzn−2l. (55)

Let us end this section by mentioning that, in those squeezed coherent states, we have now,
for γ real:

(∆X)2 = (
1

1 + γ
− 1

2
)〈C(N)〉, (∆P )2 = (

1

1− γ
− 1

2
)〈C(N)〉, (56)

since here the operator C(N) is given by

C(N) = −i[X,P ] = [A−, A+]. (57)

The operators X and P are not the position and momentum operators except for the case of
the harmonic oscillator. In general, they involve those operators in a complicated way.

3. The Morse potential and different types of squeezed coherent states
As mentioned in the introduction, the Morse potential system constitutes a better approximation
of vibrations of atoms in a diatomic molecule. The new system is still very close to the harmonic
oscillator. Thus, the squeezed coherent states will be constructed following the procedure given
for the harmonic oscillator, except that we will deal with a finite number of eigenstates. We will
show that the states constructed in this way will thus be well localized for some values of the
coherent and squeezing parameters.

3.1. The model
The one-dimensional Morse model is given by the energy eigenvalue equation (see, for example,
[20])

H ψ(x) = (
p2

2mr
+ VM (x))ψ(x) = Eψ(x), (58)

where mr is the reduced mass of the oscillating system composed of two atoms of masses m1

and m2, i.e. 1
mr

= 1
m1

+ 1
m2

. The potential is VM (x) = V0(e
−2βx − 2e−βx), where the space



variable x represents the displacement of the two atoms from their equilibrium positions, V0 is
a scaling energy constant representing the depth of the potential well at equilibrium x = 0 and
β is the parameter of the model (related to the characteristics of the well, such as its depth and
width).

The finite discrete spectrum is known as

En = − ~2

2mr
β2 εn

2, (59)

where

εn =
ν − 1

2
− n = p− n, ν =

√
8mrV0
~2β2

(60)

and {n = 0, 1, 2, ..., [p]}, with [p] the integer part of p = ν−1
2 . We see that for the Morse oscillator

the consecutive energies are not equally spaced. The following shifted energies

e(n) =
2mr

~2β2
(En − E0) = ε20 − ε2n = n(2p− n) (61)

are useful for the construction of squeezed coherent states. Using the change of variable

y = νe−βx, (62)

we get the energy eigenfunctions, for the discrete spectrum, in terms of associated Laguerre
polynomials, denoted by L2εn

n , as

ψνn(x) = Nn e−
y
2 yεnL2εn

n (y), (63)

where Nn is a normalization factor given by

Nn =

√
β(ν − 2n− 1)Γ(n+ 1)

Γ(ν − n)
=

√
2β(p− n)Γ(n+ 1)

Γ(2p− n+ 1)
. (64)

Let us mention that p = ν−1
2 is related to the physical parameters of the Morse system. This

means that it is not an integer in practice and N is never zero as expected. But mathematically
speaking, if p is an integer, the last normalised state is ψνp (x) = e−

y
2Lp(y) where Lp(y) is the

usual Laguerre polynomial.
Indeed, the orthogonality relation on the energy eigenfunctions ψνn(x) depending on the

original space variable x thus writes∫ ∞
−∞

ψνn(x)ψνm(x)dx = δnm. (65)

For many applications, it is convenient to introduce the number operator N such that

Nψνn(x) = n ψνn(x). (66)

We thus see from (59) that the Hamiltonian operator can be related to N through

H = − ~2

2mr
β2 (p−N)2. (67)



3.2. Ladder operators
We use the definition (2) for the ladder operators of the Morse system where the set of
eigenfunctions {|ψn〉} is finite and given by {ψνn(x)} as in (63). As mentioned in the introduction,
the quantity k(n) is not unique and some choices have been considered in the preceding study
of coherent states for such a system [19].

Here, we will consider two different types of ladder operators. The first type is called
”oscillator-like” with k(n) = n since it is associated to the h(2) algebra. The second type is
called ”energy-like” where k(n) = e(n) as given in (61). It is associated with a su(1, 1) algebra.
In what follows, we will use subscripts o and e to denote an ”oscillator-like” or ”energy-like”
type, respectively. Let us mention that, from the commutators (50) acting on the set of energy
eigenstates {ψνn(x)}, we get, in this last case:

C(n) = e(n+ 1)− e(n) = 2(p− n− 1

2
), (68)

a quantity which is always positive for n = 0, 1, 2, ..., [p]− 1.
Though our future calculations do not need the explicit form of the ladder operators, we give

them for completeness. Ladder operators for the Morse potential have been obtained in different
papers [18, 20, 28, 29]. For example, we get [20]:

A− = −[
d

dy
(ν − 2N)− (ν − 2N − 1)(ν − 2N)

2y
+
ν

2
]
√
K(N), (69)

A+ = (
√
K(N))−1[

d

dy
(ν − 2N − 2) +

(ν − 2N − 1)(ν − 2N − 2)

2y
− ν

2
], (70)

where K(n) is related to k(n) by

k(n) =
n(ν − n)(ν − 2n− 1)

ν − 2n+ 1
K(n). (71)

These relations are valid for any integer n in the interval [0, [p] − 1]. Note that, for n = [p],
we get an admissible energy eigenstate ψν[p](x) of the Morse potential but the action of the

creation operators on this state does not give zero in general. It gives a state which may not be
normalizable with respect to our scalar product. This problem has been already mentioned in
some contributions (see, for example, [20, 28]). For arbitrary p, the special choice

k(n) = n([p] + 1− n), (72)

leads to A+ψ
ν
[p](x) = 0 and A+ψ

ν
[p]−1(x) =

√
[p]ψν[p](x). It is not the case that we are considering

in what follows but it is similar to the energy-like case.
The ”oscillator-like” ladder operators are now acting on the eigenfunctions (63) of the Morse

potential as
a−ψνn(x) =

√
n ψνn−1(x), a+ψνn(x) =

√
n+ 1 ψνn+1(x), (73)

since k(n) = n. We have identified A− with a− and A+ with a+ by taking

Ko(n) =
ν − 2n+ 1

(ν − n)(ν − 2n− 1)
. (74)

The ”energy-like” ladder operators are obtained by identifying A± with the operators denoted
by J± taking

Ke(n) =
(ν − 1− n)(ν − 2n+ 1)

(ν − n)(ν − 2n− 1)
= Ko(n)(ν − 1− n). (75)



Let us mention that we can in fact relate a± and J±. Indeed, we have:

J− = a−
√

2p−N, J+ =
√

2p−Na+. (76)

Since now k(n) = n(2p− n), we get explicitly

J−ψνn(x) =
√
n(2p− n) ψνn−1(x), J+ψνn(x) =

√
(n+ 1)(2p− n− 1) ψνn+1(x). (77)

From the expression of C(n) in (68), we get the following commutators (acting on the finite set
of energy eigenstates {ψνn, n = 0, ..., [p]− 1]):

[J±, J0] = ±J±, [J+, J−] = −2(p−N − 1

2
) = −2J0. (78)

The set {J−, J+, J0 = p − N − 1
2} thus generates an su(1, 1) algebra. Moreover, the energy

operator may be written as

Eop = (
~2

2mr
β2) (J+J− + p2) = −(

~2

2mr
β2) (J0 +

1

2
)2. (79)

Let us mention the case when k(n) = (72) is similar to the preceding choice since k(n) is
quadratic in n but we don’t have a factorisation of the energy operator Eop.

3.3. The harmonic oscillator limit
Let us here recall how we get the harmonic oscillator limit [21]. First, we have to shift the Morse
potential VM so that it is equal to zero at the origin. We thus take

V1 = V0(1− e−βx)2 = VM + V0. (80)

and the limit is performed by choosing V0 = k
2β2 and taking β → 0 so that V1 → VOH = 1

2kx
2.

Note that the new Hamiltonian with potential V1 has thus the energy levels shifted and we get

E1
n = − ~2

2mr
β2[(

ν − 1

2
− n)2 − (

ν

2
)2]. (81)

Since, ν is given by (60), we get here

ν =
2
√
mrk

β2~
. (82)

The oscillator limit is obtained when ν → ∞ giving, as expected, an infinite spectrum and the
good limit for the energies

lim
ν→∞

E1
n = ~

√
k

mr
(n+

1

2
).

Second, we have to take the limit on the ladder operators. We replace β by its expression in

terms of ν as in (82) and define c =
√

4mrk
~2 . The annihilation operator A−, given in (69), thus

takes the form:

A− =
√
K(n)[

e
√

c
ν
x

√
c ν

(ν − 2n)
d

dx
+
e
√

c
ν
x

2ν
(ν − 2n− 1)(ν − 2n)− ν

2
]. (83)



Since K(n) depends also on ν, we have to take the limit carefully. Let us look at the following
limit (the coefficient of d

dx ):

lim
ν→∞

√
K(n)

e
√

c
ν
x

√
c ν

(ν−2n) = lim
ν→∞

(1+

√
c

ν
x)
ν − 2n√
c ν

√
K(n) = lim

ν→∞
(
ν − 2n√
c ν

+
ν − 2n

ν
x)
√
K(n).

(84)
It means that K(n) must behave as 1

ν which is exactly what we get taking it as in (74). We
have now to check if we get the right limit for the other term of A−. We have

lim
ν→∞

√
K(n)[

e
√

c
ν
x

2ν
(ν−2n−1)(ν−2n)− ν

2
] =

√
K(n) lim

ν→∞
[
(1 +

√
c
νx)

2ν
(ν−2n−1)(ν−2n)− ν

2
].

(85)
We finally find

lim
ν→∞

A− =
1√
c
(
d

dx
+
c

2
x). (86)

A similar calculation gives the expected limit for A+.

3.4. Squeezed coherent states
We are now ready to adapt the discussion, given in Section 2, in order to construct the squeezed
coherent states of the Morse Hamiltonian. Indeed, we define them as the finite sum

Ψν(z, γ, x) =
1√

N ν(z, γ)

[p]−1∑
n=0

Z(z, γ, n)√
ρ(n)

ψνn(x), (87)

where ρ(n) is given in (3), Z(z, γ, n) satisfies (54) and

N ν(z, γ) =

[p]−1∑
n=0

|Z(z, γ, n)|2

ρ(n)
. (88)

Such a definition is relevant since we have seen in the preceding subsection that the
”oscillator-like” ladder operators tend to the ones of the harmonic oscillator when k(n) = n
and the appropriate limit is taken. Moreover, these states are ”almost” eigenstates of a linear
combination of the generic ladder operators A− and A+ which can be written as:

(A− + γ A+) Ψν(z, γ, x) ≈ zΨν(z, γ, x). (89)

In fact, the correction can be computed using the recurrence relation (A.4) and we find

χν(z, γ, [p], x) = Λ1(z, γ, [p])ψ
ν
[p]−1(x) + Λ0(z, γ, [p])ψ

ν
[p](x), (90)

where

Λ1(z, γ, [p]) =
1

√
ρ[p]−1

Z(z, γ, [p]),

Λ0(z, γ, [p]) =
1
√
ρ[p]

γk([p])Z(z, γ, [p]− 1). (91)

In practice, the last two terms of the sum in (87) have a very weak contribution which justifies
thus the term ”almost” eigenstates used above.



Other constructions of squeezed coherent states have been considered (see, for example,
[18, 21]). They implicitly use the displacement operator D given in (18). It must be questioned
first because we are dealing with a finite number of eigenstates in (87) (see our comments in the
conclusion). Second, only one parameter is involved in this displacement operator, that is the
reason why they are called coherent states by these authors. They are, in fact, special cases of
our squeezed coherent states where z and γ are not independent (γ 6= 0).

In particular, in the so-called oscillator-like squeezed coherent states, we get

Po(z, γ, n) =
1

N ν
0 (z, γ)

(
|γ|
2

)n
|Hermite[n, z√

2γ
]|2

n!
(92)

with

N ν
o (z, γ) =

[p]−1∑
n=0

(
|γ|
2

)n
|Hermite[n, z√

2γ
]|2

n!
. (93)

The mean value and dispersion of the number operator N are now given by

〈N〉o =

[p]−1∑
n=0

n Po(z, γ, n), (∆N)2o =

[p]−1∑
n=0

n2Po(z, γ, n)− (

[p]−1∑
n=0

n Po(z, γ, n))2. (94)

Note that the statistical properties of these states are thus similar to the ones of the harmonic
oscillator since we get essentially the same quantity for the Mandel’s Q-parameter given by (31),
except that the sums are now finite in 〈N〉o and (∆N)2o.

For the second set of states, the so-called energy-like squeezed coherent states, we have
k(n) = e(n) = n(2p − n) and the recurrence relation (A.4) has been solved in terms of
hypergeometric functions (see the Appendix when A = 2p). We thus write

Z(z, γ, n) = (−1)nγ
n
2

Γ(2p)

Γ(2p− n)
2F1

(
−n,− z

2
√
γ + 1−2p

2

1− 2p
; 2

)
, n = 1, 2, ..., [p]− 1. (95)

Now the probability distribution, denoted by P (z, γ, n)e, is given by

Pe(z, γ, n) =
1

N ν
e (z, γ)

Γ(2p− n)

Γ(2p)n!
|Z(z, γ, n)|2, (96)

where

N ν
e (z, γ) =

[p]−1∑
n=0

Γ(2p− n)

Γ(2p)n!
|Z(z, γ, n)|2. (97)

Similar expressions for 〈N〉e and (∆N)2e are obtained as in (94).
From the construction of the ladder operators A− and A+ of the Morse potential (see, (69)

and (70)), we can define the self adjoint operators X and P as (see (47))

X =
1√
2

(A+ +A−), P =
i√
2

(A+ −A−). (98)

We easily see that X and P are not related to the physical observables position x and momentum
p, but we get minimal uncertainty relation and the dispersions are given by (42) with

〈C(N)〉 =
1

N ν(z, γ)

[p]−1∑
n=0

C(n)
|Z(z, γ, n)|2

ρ(n)
. (99)



For the h(2)-SCS, we have 〈C(N)〉o = 1 as expected while for the su(1, 1)-SCS, C(n) is given
by (68) and we thus get

〈C(N)〉e = 2p− 1− 2〈N〉e. (100)

Since our squeezed coherent states (in particular, the oscillator-like states) are closely related
to the ones of the harmonic oscillator, we are interested in the behaviour of our states in the
physical observables position x and momentum p. In order to check if the minimal uncertainty
relation is satisfied for these observables for some values of z and γ, it is necessary to compute
the corresponding dispersions:

(∆x)2 =

∫ ∞
−∞

(Ψν(z, γ, x)2x2dx− (

∫ ∞
−∞

(Ψν(z, γ, x)2x dx)2 (101)

and

(∆p)2 = −
∫ ∞
−∞

Ψν(z, γ, x)
d2Ψν(z, γ, x)

d2x
dx− (

∫ ∞
−∞

Ψν(z, γ, x)
dΨν(z, γ, x

dx
dx)2. (102)

It is done in practice by numerical integration because the functions under the integral sign are
rapidly decreasing to zero.

Moreover, we will show in the next section that, with good choices of the parameters z and γ,
those states are well localized with respect to the position x. In fact, such choices will lead to a
minimization of the Heisenberg uncertainty relation close to the one obtained for the harmonic
oscillator.

Finally, let us mention that time evolution for our squeezed coherent states is computed as
usual and we get

Ψν(z, γ, x; t) =
1√

N ν(z, γ)

[p]−1∑
n=0

Z(z, γ, n)√
ρ(n)

e−
iEn
~ tψνn(x). (103)

4. Uncertainty, localization, quantum noise and statistical properties of the states
of diatomic molecules
The vibrational modes of most diatomic molecules can be well described using the Morse
potential. In such cases, the value of ν can be calculated from (60) with published values
of mr, β and V0, or as most often in practice, using the ratio between the experimentally
measured molecular harmonicity ωe and anharmonicity ωexe constants (see for example [30, 31]),
ν = ωe/ωexe.

The values ν and [p] have been calculated in [32] for many diatomic molecules. For the case
of hydrogene chloride, 1H35Cl, for the ground state, X1Σ+ we have ν ≈ 57.44 and [p] = 28. In
what follows, we will use this molecule (as in our previous paper [19]) to illustrate, analyze and
compare the behaviour of different types of squeezed coherent states.

As mentioned before our construction of squeezed coherent states for the Morse potential
does not give rise a priori to a minimum uncertainty relation with respect to the observables
position and momentum. We thus ask the following question: what values of the parameters z
and γ lead to a good localization of our states in the position and give rise to an uncertainty
relation close to the minimum? In order to help us answering this question we have summarized
in the Tables 1 and 2 some results obtained from the computation of mean values of x, p and
N for the two types of squeezed coherent states that have been constructed.

Table1 is for oscillator-like squeezed coherent states and Table 2 is for energy-like squeezed
coherent states. The first column of the tables gives the values of the coherence parameter z, the
second column the values of the squeezing parameter γ. As usual, coherent states are obtained



Table 1. Values of different observables in the oscillator-like squeezed coherent states
z γ (∆x)2 (∆)2 T Q(z, γ)
0.1 0 0.0188 0.2526 13.41 0
0.1 0.3 0.0115 0.2680 23.30 1.1041
0.1 0.5 0.0118 0.4114 34.82 1.6359
0.3 0 0.0210 0.2534 12.06 0
0.3 0.3 0.0123 0.2652 21.48 0.6170
0.3 0.5 0.0122 0.3975 32.47 1.4166
0.6 0 0.0249 0.2549 10.26 0
0.6 0.3 0.0138 0.2617 18.98 0.0646
0.6 0.5 0.0130 0.3804 29.18 0.9099
1 0 0.0318 0.2604 8.2 0
1 0.3 0.0161 0.2581 16.01 -0.9787
1 0.5 0.0143 0.3611 25.21 -0.9889
2 0 0.3011 1.3139 4.66 0
2 0.3 0.0266 0.2684 10.11 -0.9787
2 0.5 0.0229 0.3896 17.02 -0.9927
3 0 2.009 4.3545 4.18 0
3 0.3 0.6169 3.6319 6.50 -0.4312
3 0.5 0.1553 1.6862 11.01 -0.4871

when γ = 0. The dispersion in position (∆x)2, calculated by numerical integration of (101), is
given in the third column. The fourth column represents the uncertainty (∆)2 = (20) calculated
as a product of the dispersion in x and p . The values of the total quantum noise T = (23), the
sum of dispersion in x and in p, is in the fifth column. We have not given the values of (∆p)2

since they are easily derived from the values of T and (∆x)2, and also because we have in mind
to minimize the dispersion on x. The Mandel’s Q-parameter (31) is given in the last column of
the tables. The chosen values for z and γ are representatives of the different behaviours of our
states. We have chosen to keep at most four decimal digits for the different quantities in the
Tables.

The results (Tables 1 and 2) show that the dispersion in the position x is sensitive to changes
in the coherence z, the squeezing γ and the type (oscillator or energy-like) of the states. For the
coherent case, γ = 0, the energy-like states have a smaller dispersion in position compared to
oscillator-like states for each value of z. There is an increase in dispersion when z increases, which
is more significant for the oscillator-like states. For example, when z = 0.6, (∆x)2 = 0.0249
for the oscillator-like states and (∆x)2 = 0.0186 for the energy-like states and, when z = 2,
(∆x)2 = 0.3011 for the oscillator-like states and (∆x)2 = 0.0207 for the energy-like ones. When
squeezing (γ 6= 0) is involved, the dispersion, compared to the coherent states for each z,
is reduced, like for the harmonic oscillator squeezed coherent states. This reduction is more
prominent for oscillator-like states, while the energy-like states are less sensitive. For example,
for z = 0.6 and γ = 0.3, we get (∆x)2 = 0.0138 for the oscillator-like states and (∆x)2 = 0.0114
for the energy-like states (compared with the preceding values for γ = 0). Thus with squeezing,
the dispersion in position is reduced for both types of states, compared to corresponding coherent
states. Overall, the energy-like states are more stable to the changes in z and γ and exhibit a
consistent good localization in position.

Interestingly, increasing the localization in x will increase the dispersion in p. The dispersion
in p is larger for energy-like states for each value of z and γ so we get similar results as for the
harmonic oscillator.



Table 2. Values of different observables in the energy-like squeezed coherent states
z γ (∆x)2 (∆)2 T Q(z, γ)
0.1 0 0.018 0.2522 14.03 0
0.1 0.3 0.0111 0.27 24.25 1.2003
0.1 0.5 0.0117 0.4263 36.232 1.6842
0.3 0 0.0182 0.2523 13.83 0
0.3 0.3 0.0112 0.2696 23.98 1.1864
0.3 0.5 0.0118 0.4243 35.89 1.6799
0.6 0 0.0186 0.2525 13.54 0.0001
0.6 0.3 0.0114 0.2690 23.59 1.1413
0.6 0.5 0.0119 0.4214 35.39 1.6652
1 0 0.0192 0.2527 13.16 0.0003
1 0.3 0.0116 0.2682 23.09 1.0435
1 0.5 0.0120 0.4176 34.72 1.6313
2 0 0.0207 0.2533 12.25 0.0013
2 0.3 0.0122 0.2664 21.85 0.7084
2 0.5 0.0123 0.4086 33.11 1.4845
3 0 0.0223 0.2540 11.38 0.003
3 0.3 0.0128 0.2647 20.66 0.3909
3 0.5 0.0127 0.4005 31.54 1.2772

Now, for γ = 0, the minimal uncertainty, (∆)2 = 0.2522 ' 1/4, is achieved for energy-
like states in the coherent case when z = 0.1. In fact, it is also the case for all energy-like
coherent states. Oscillator-like coherent states exhibit larger uncertainty for z ≥ 1. Increasing
the squeezing γ produces a steady increase in dispersion (∆)2 for energy-like squeezed states;
this is not the case for oscillator-like squeezed states when z ≥ 1. For example, when z = 0.6,
γ = 0.3, the energy-like states have dispersion (∆x)2 = 0.0114 and uncertainty (∆)2 = 0.2690,
the oscillator-like states have dispersion (∆x)2 = 0.0138 and uncertainty (∆)2 = 0.2617. When
z = 3, γ = 0.3, the energy-like states have good localization (∆x)2 = 0.0128 and uncertainty
(∆)2 = 0.2647, while for oscillator-like states (∆x)2 = 0.6169 and (∆)2 = 3.6319.

Thus, if the aim of the construction were to obtain well-localized states in position which also
satisfy the minimum uncertainty relation, the tables demonstrate that the energy-like squeezed
coherent states have a better localization and are more stable. This is illustrated by the graphs
of the comparison of the density probabilities |Ψν(z, γ, x)|2 associated with the energy-like and
oscillator-like squeezed coherent states for (z, γ) = (2, 0) in Fig. 1 and (z, γ) = (2, 0.6) in Fig. 2

The quantum noise T mainly shows that the dispersion in p is in most cases much larger than
the one in x. Similarly to the case of the harmonic oscillator, minimal total noise is achieved
for given z for the coherent case (γ = 0) for both types of states. The squeezing gives rise to
an increase of quantum noise for both types of states. However, the increase is more significant
for energy-like states, especially when z ≥ 1, (because the dispersion in p does not increase so
quickly for oscillator-like states). For example, when z = 3, γ = 0.3, the quantum noise T = 6.50
for oscillator-like states while for energy-like states T = 20.66. For a given state of squeezing γ,
the noise decreases with increase in z and less noise is observed for oscillator-like states. Thus, if
the aim of the construction was to produce less ”noisy” states, oscillator-like squeezed coherent
states are a better choice, however they show deviation from the minimum uncertainty principle.

Regarding the statistical properties, Table 1 shows that oscillator-like squeezed states are
very similar to the states of the harmonic oscillator. For coherent states, γ = 0, Mandel’s Q-
parameter is always zero. For the squeezing in p, ie if γ < 0, we have essentially a sub-Poissonian
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Figure 1. Density probability |Ψν(2, 0, x)|2 for Morse case in the energy-like (blue) and
oscillator-like (red) coherent states.
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Figure 2. Density probability |Ψν(2, 0.6, x)|2 for Morse case in the energy-like (blue) and
oscillator-like (red) squeezed coherent states for z = 2.

statistics. The case of the squeezing in x, ie if γ > 0, is more interesting since we see that, as in
the case of harmonic oscillator, Q(z, γ) exhibits all possible statistics.

Fig. 3 shows the behaviour of Mandel’s parameter Q(z, γ) for oscillator-like states as a
function of r such that γ = tanh r for three cases when z = 0.6, 1, 2. The bunching (Q > 0) is
very prominent in these three cases, has local maxima when r > 0 and when r < 0, it increases
when the values of z decrease. In our example it is the strongest for z = 0.6. Anti-bunching is
less prominent and it is observed in all three cases. The effect is more visible when z increases
(see, for z = 2). A local minimum appears when r > 0.
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Figure 3. Mandel parameter Q(z, γ) for the oscillator-like squeezed states as a function of r
such that γ = tanh r for z = 0.6, 1, 2.
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Figure 4. Mandel parameter Q(0, γ) for the energy-like squeezed states as a function of r such
that γ = tanh r.

Table 2 gives the statistical properties of the energy-like states. They exhibit Poissonian
statistics when γ = 0, as Mandel’s parameter Q→ 0. The bunching effect is clearly observable
and is stronger compared to the oscillator-like states. Figure 4 shows Mandel’s parameter as a
function of r for the energy-like states for z = 0.6, 1, 2. The anti-bunching is weak and appears
around r = 0.

The comparison between Mandel’s parameter for the energy-like and oscillator-like squeezed
states for z = 2 is given in Fig 5, there are clear similarities. The bunching and anti-bunching
are observed for both types of states, the bunching is stronger for energy-like states for all values
of r. More significant anti-bunching is observed for oscillator-like states showing a steady effect
for r < 0 and a minimum for r > 0.
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Figure 5. Comparison between the Mandel parameter for the energy-like (blue) and oscillator-
like (red) squeezed states as a function of r such that γ = tanh r for z = 2.
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Figure 6. Comparison of Mandel parameter Q(0, γ) for the squeeze vacuum for the energy-like
(blue) and oscillator-like (red) squeezed states as a function of r such that γ = tanh r.

The case of squeeze vacuum z = 0 is interesting. Fig 6 shows bunching behaviour of
Q(0, γ) > 0 in vacuum for the energy-like and oscillator-like squeezed states in terms of r
again. One can clearly observe the symmetry.

Finally, let us mention that time evolution for our squeezed coherent states is computed as
usual and we get

Ψν(z, γ, x; t) =
1√

N ν(z, γ)

[p]−1∑
n=0

Z(z, γ, n)√
ρ(n)

e−
iEn
~ tψνn(x). (104)

We thus ask if the squeezed coherent states are stable in time. Fig 7 shows a good stability as
time evolves for the density probability |Ψν

e(0.3, 0, x; t)|2 in the energy-like coherent states. Fig



8 shows the effect of squeezing, γ = 0.3, the states are less stable in time in this case. Similar
behaviour is obtained for the oscillator-like states. Let us remind that such conclusions were
valid for the harmonic oscillator coherent and squeezed states.
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Figure 7. Time evolution of the density probability |Ψν
e(0.3, 0, x; t)|2 for energy-like coherent

states.

The calculations of observables for other diatomic molecules can be done in a similar way.
For example, we have done such calculations for the molecule 133Cs2 which has a larger value
for ν. Indeed, we have ν ≈ 524.55 and thus [p] = 261. We have obtained similar behaviour for
both types of states that is not relevant to produce here.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have reviewed the general results on uncertainty relations and squeezed coherent
states for a quantum system with infinite spectrum and introduced squeezed coherent states of
a quantum system with a finite discrete energy spectrum described by the Morse potential.

We have defined two different types of ladder operators, oscillator-like operators that gives
rise to a h(2) algebra and energy-like operators associated with a su(1, 1) algebra. We have
constructed with these operators two types of states of the Morse system: oscillator-like and
energy-like squeezed coherent states.

Even if both types of operators are satisfying algebra structures, the construction of squeezed
coherent states has not been realized using the displacement D and squeezed S operators as
introduced in (34) for the harmonic oscillator. Indeed, since we deal with a finite number of
eigenstates for the Morse potential, the action of these operators is not well defined even if we
take a finite development of the exponentials. Firstly, as we have mentioned in Section 3.2, the
last admissible state is not in general canceled when we act on it with A+. Secondly, the Baker-
Campbell-Hausdorff formulae for expanding D and S (as products of exponentials of simple
operators) are not necessarily valid (see, for example [29]).
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Figure 8. Time evolution of the density probability |Ψν
e(0.3, 0.3, x; t)|2 for the energy-like

squeezed states.

We have considered the observables of a Morse system, such as dispersion in position,
momentum and uncertainty, and investigated the behaviour of our states regarding localization
and minimum uncertainty. Note that the calculation of the dispersions and mean values is done
using numerical integration since x and p are not linear combination of the annihilation and
creation operators in the case of the Morse potential. It would be interesting to find a way to
analyse the behaviour of these quantities in an analytic way (dependance in z and γ).

We have used the uncertainties in position and momentum to analyse the quantum noise
and Mandel’s parameter to investigate the statistical properties of our states. The oscillator-
like squeezed coherent states are closely related to the similar states of the harmonic oscillator.
However, these states do not have a very good localization and exhibit a certain deviation
from the minimal uncertainty principle. The energy-like squeezed coherent states exhibit a
good localization in position and minimize better the uncertainty relation. They are more
stable regarding changes in coherence and squeezing. These states, however, generate stronger
quantum noise. Both types of states exhibit Poissonian statistics in the coherent case, and when
squeezing is involved super- and sub-Poissonian statistics and associated with them effects of
bunching and anti-bunching.

Appendix A. Solution of a three term recurrence relation
In this appendix, we are discussing the resolution of the recurrence relation (54) which appears
when we want to construct squeezed coherent states as eigenstates of a linear combination of
ladder operators. We will take the explicit form of k(n) as given by

k(n) = n(A− n), A ∈ R, (A.1)

so that the recurrence relation becomes

Z(z, γ, n+ 1)− z Z(z, γ, n) + γ n(A− n) Z(z, γ, n− 1) = 0, n = 1, 2, ... (A.2)



Without restriction we take Z(z, γ, 0) = 1 and thus Z(z, γ, 1) = z. Since we know the solution
for the harmonic oscillator (i.e. when k(n) = n), we follow the same lines to solve (A.2). At this
stage, we solve the relation (A.2) for an infinite sequence of values of n.

We introduce the new complex variable w = z√
2γ

and we take

Z(z, γ, n) = (
γ

2
)
n
2 f(n,w), (A.3)

We thus get a new recurrence relation on the functions f(n,w):

f(n+ 1, w)− 2w f(n,w) + 2n(A− n) f(n− 1, w) = 0, f(1, w) = 2w, f(0, w) = 1, n = 1, 2, ...
(A.4)

It is easy to see that f(n,w) is in fact a polynomial of degree n in w. Moreover, it can be
expressed in terms of hypergeometric functions of the type 2F1. We explicitly get

f(n,w) = 2
n
2 (−A+ 1)n 2F1

(
−n,− w√

2
+ 1−A

2

1−A
; 2

)
(A.5)

where (−A+ 1)n is the usual notation for the Pochhammer symbol

(a)n = a(a+ 1)(a+ 2)...(a+ n− 1) =
Γ(a+ n)

Γ(a)
, (A.6)

and the hypergeometric function is in fact a polynomial in w since we have

2F1

(
−n,−v
1−A ; 2

)
=

n∑
k=0

2k

k!

(−n)k(−v)k
(−A+ 1)k

. (A.7)

The original function Z(z, γ, n) may thus be written as

Z(z, γ, n) = γ
n
2 (−A+ 1)n 2F1

(
−n,− z

2
√
γ + 1−A

2

1−A
; 2

)
. (A.8)

It is valid for any real value of A and in fact, we see that the first polynomials of the sequence
are given by

Z(z, γ, 0) = 1, Z(z, γ, 1) = z,

Z(z, γ, 2) = z2 − (A− 1)γ,

Z(z, γ, 3) = z3 − (3A− 5)γz,

Z(z, γ, 4) = z4 − 2(3A− 7)z2γ + 3(A− 1)(A− 3)γ2.

For the special case where A is an integer, we see that the recurrence relation (A.4) splits
in two different ones. Indeed, we get, first, a finite sequence of f(n,w) satisfying (A.4) for
n = 1, 2, ..., A− 1 and, second, an infinite sequence of f(n,w) for n = A,A+ 1, ... satisfying the
recurrence relation

f(A+ k + 1, w)− 2w f(A+ k,w)− 2k(A+ k) f(A+ k − 1, w) = 0, k = 0, 1, 2, ... (A.9)

Since for k = 0, we get f(A + 1, w) = 2wf(A,w), we can write f(A + k,w) = h(k,w)f(A,w)
where h(k,w) is a polynomial of degree k in w satisfying the recurrence relation

h(k + 1, w)− 2w h(k,w) + 2k(−A− k) h(k − 1, w) = 0, h(1, w) = 2w, h(0, w) = 1, k = 1, 2, ...
(A.10)



which is (A.4) where A has been replaced by −A. The polynomials h(k,w) are thus given by

h(k,w) = 2
k
2 (A+ 1)k 2F1

(
−k,− w√

2
+ 1+A

2

1 +A
; 2

)
, k = 0, 1, 2, ... (A.11)

The solutions f(n,w) satisfying (A.4) for n = 1, 2, ..., A − 1 are in fact associated to a finite
sequence of Krawtchouk polynomials while the solutions h(n,w) for n = 0, 1, ... are associated
with Meixner polynomials [33]. Let us mention that they both satisfy discrete orthogonality
relations on the variable w but these are not relevant in our context since w is a continuous
parameter.
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